[Slide] **Language Philosophy**

"It's impossible to speak in such a way that you cannot be misunderstood."

The philosopher Karl Popper said that, but I don't understand it.

[Slide] **Happiness**

Is everyone happy? Is anyone happy?

Six of the seven dwarves are **not Happy**! Professor Raymond Smullyan told me that.

[Slide] **Pop Music Philosophy**

How Can I Miss You When You Won't Go Away? – One of our favorite tunes.

[Slide] **T-shirt Philosophy**

C D O – I may be accused of having **Obsessive Compulsive Disorder**, but at least I

arranged the letters in their correct alphabetical sequence.

[Slide] **Atlanta Airport**

The Atlanta airport is huge but very efficient, thanks to an internal train that connects all the
terminals. On the train, an automated recording declares, "Next stop is

A as in Alpha, then B as in Bravo, then C as in Charlie, then D as in . . . David!

The 1940's military alphabet sequence is altered, since if they announced "D as in Delta,"
all the passengers would disembark, thinking this is the terminal where their flight departs.

[Slide] **G4G Statistical Advantage**

When you're odd, the odds are with you!

Thank you for your attention & patience. Speak clearly!

[Slide] **Good Luckies & Safe Passage!**

---

**POETIC QUIZ**

ANNE RULON-MILLER

Naples, Florida

Six and/or six

A usual mix –

A Scot

would buy a lot –

Suitor supposes.

Choosing roses

For his dame.

He'd do the same –